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Abstract
We introduce a new method for performing inference in Bayesian neural networks
(BNNs) using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC). We show how the previously
introduced semi-separable HMC sampling scheme can be adapted to BNNs, which
allows us to integrate over both the parameters and hyperparameters. We derive
a suitable Riemannian metric for the BNN hyperparameters and show that it
is positive definite. Our work is compared to both Monte Carlo dropout and
a deterministic neural network, where our inference technique displays better
calibrated uncertainties with comparable performance to current baselines. Our
code is provided in a new open-source Python package, hamiltorch, which
enables our method to scale to CNNs with over 400,000 parameters and take
advantage of GPUs.

1

Introduction

Current approaches to performing inference in BNNs either rely on stochastic variational inference
or Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques. Variational approaches [1–4] that rely on gradient based
optimisation are preferred over MCMC due to their scalability to large networks and superior
performance in traditional metrics such as accuracy. However, variational inference is well-known
to be mode-seeking and therefore struggles to provide reliable uncertainty estimates [5]. In this
work, we introduce a new MCMC technique for performing inference in BNNs, which not only is
competitive in terms of accuracy, but also significantly outperforms other approaches in estimating
the uncertainty.
In particular, we introduce a new way of performing Riemannian manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
(RMHMC) [6] in BNNs that avoids the infeasible requirement of computing the Hessian. We build
on the previous work of Zhang and Sutton [7], but adapt their work to BNNs and introduce a new
inference scheme, which we call semi-semi-separable HMC (S3HMC), which unlike before, no
longer requires all the blocks to be separable.

2

Semi-separable Hamiltonian Monte Carlo for inference in BNNs

We can start by explicitly writing the Hamiltonian from RMHMC for a BNN,
 1
1
H(ω, τ , p) = − log (f (ω, τ )) + log (2π)D |G(ω, τ )| + p> G(ω, τ )−1 p,
2
2
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(1)

where f (ω, τ ) = p(y|x, ω) p(ω|τ )p(τ ) is our Bayesian hierarchical model and G(ω, τ ) is
the Fisher-information matrix. The Gaussian prior over the weights, p(ω|τ ), is parametrised
by the precision hyperparameter, τ , which in itself follows a Gamma distribution, p(τ |α, β) =
β α α−1
exp(−βτ ), with the shape and rate parameters α and β as well as the gamma function
Γ(α) τ
Γ(·). The precision parameter controls how much the weights in the neural network are allowed to
vary. We can tie each group of weights in a given layer to their own precision, such that each layer
(l)
(l)
has a precision associated with the weights, τw , and a precision associated with the biases, τb .
The challenge of performing RMHMC over a BNN comes from calculating the hessian in building
G(ω, τ ). For example, we are going to be performing RMHMC over a Bayesian CNN with 431,080
parameters and if each element were a single-precision floating point number of 4 bytes (32 bits),
then the Hessian alone would require almost a terabyte of memory.
Therefore in order to perform RMHMC over a BNN of this size, we are going to follow the formulation
of semi-separable HMC (SSHMC) that was introduced in Zhang and Sutton [7], but make it more
suited to BNN inference. The key insight from SSHMC is to split G(ω, τ ) into blocks as follows,


Gω (τ )
0
G(ω, τ ) =
,
(2)
0
Gτ (ω)
where each block is independent from the other set of parameters. In this case Gω (τ ) would be
independent of ω and Gτ (ω) would be independent of τ . If we keep this block structure for Equation
(1), we can split the Hamiltonian as in [7]:
1
Hω (ω, pω ) = − log p(Y|X, ω) − log p(ω|τ ) + A(pω |τ ) + log |Gτ (ω)| + A(pτ |ω), (3)
2
with τ , pτ fixed, and
1
Hτ (τ , pτ ) = − log p(ω|τ ) − log p(τ ) + A(pτ |ω) + log |Gω (τ )| + A(pω |τ ),
(4)
2
with ω, pω fixed, where the auxiliary potential terms are defined as
1
1
A(pτ |ω) = p>
Gτ (ω)pτ .
(5)
A(pω |τ ) = p>
ω Gω (τ )pω ,
2
2 τ
The auxiliary terms appear in both Hamiltonians, however they play opposite roles in each instance.
For example A(pτ |ω) is the kinetic energy component for Hτ (τ , pτ ) but is the auxiliary utility
for Hω (ω, pω ). It is this coupling, along with the log-determinant terms in Equations (3) and (4),
that enable energy to be shared between the two systems. Without these terms, it would be the
same as performing RMHMC with Gibbs sampling. The advantage of jointly integrating over the
hyperparameters and parameters is that the trajectory in the hyperparameter space is informed by the
current location in the augmented parameter space (ω, pω ) and vice-versa.
2.1

Choosing the metric tensor and introducing RMHMC

The remaining task is to select Gω (τ ) and Gτ (ω) for BNNs. Due to the possible size of the network,
Gω (τ ) is only feasible to store and compute if it is kept diagonal. Therefore we define Gω (τ ) to
have diagonal elements Gω (τ )ii = τωi , where τωi is the corresponding precision for NN parameter
ωi . This diagonal mass matrix is separable and cheap to compute and can therefore be used efficiently
with the leapfrog integrator for separable Hamiltonians.
However, for the Gτ (ω) it remains less obvious how to define an appropriate Riemannian metric.
Therefore rather than building a separable Hamiltonian for Hτ (τ , pτ ), we allow Gτ (ω) to be
dependent on τ , whilst still keeping ω fixed. We can then derive the following matrix that only
contains the diagonal elements


1
Ql
Gτ (ω, τ )ii = 2
+α−1 ,
(6)
τω(l)
2
where Gτ (ω, τ )ii > 0 if Q2l + α ≥ 1. This is always the case1 if α > 21 as Ql ≥ 1. Furthermore
τω(l) > 0 by definition (See Appendix B for full derivation). Therefore if these conditions hold, the
1

For regression, if we include the output precision, λ, as part of τ , then the condition is actually α > 1 as
2
− ∂ 2 τ∂
log p(ω|τ ) = 0 in this case.
ω (l)

2

matrix is positive definite, which is an important result as this matrix can be used as the metric tensor
in RMHMC. We note that the independence assumption for the prior over the precisions leads to the
matrix being diagonal as there are no second order cross-terms.
The advantage of employing RMHMC over the non-separable version of Gτ (ω, τ ) does not come at
the same computational cost as calculating the Hessian for ω as there are fewer hyperparameters,
e.g., two per layer. We will refer to this new method as semi-semi-separable HMC or S3HMC as we
are using semi-separable HMC, where one of the blocks is no longer separable.
2.2

Classification example

We now move on to a classification example and show how S3HMC scales to a larger classification
task. The network is the Pytorch MNIST CNN example [8] based on the LeNet architecture [9]. This
network consists of two convolutional layers and two fully connected layers, which contains 431,080
weights (including biases). The performance of S3HMC is compared to baselines. A deterministic
NN, trained via stochastic gradient descent, and MC dropout, with p = 0.2. For each inference
approach, the networks are trained on the first 10,000 digits of the the MNIST training set. They
are validated on the next 1,000 and then tested on the standard 10,000 test digits. S3HMC achieves
an accuracy of 98.15%, stochastic gradient descent achieves 98.20% and MC dropout achieves
98.68%. Therefore all models score comparable accuracies, with MC dropout slightly outperforming
in accuracy as expected.
Using a similar experimental set-up as in [4], we compare the mean predictive entropy of all models
over both the MNIST test data and the notMNIST [10] data set. In Figure 1, the top plot shows
the distribution of predictive entropies for all models over the test data. All models achieve good
performance over the test set and this is represented in the low entropy predictions appearing on the
left-hand side of the plot. However, the interesting result is shown in the bottom plot for notMNIST,
where we expect our models to be uncertain due to making predictions over data that do not feature
in the training data. The deterministic NN’s performance is poor with the vast majority of predictions
over notMNIST having a low predictive entropy (in blue), which shows overconfidence. Both
Bayesian neural networks appear suitably less confident over the notMNIST data. However, S3HMC
(in green) significantly outperforms the variational approach of MC dropout (in orange). This is
shown by the predictive entropies of S3HMC lying much further to the right than MC dropout.
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Figure 1: A histogram of the mean predictive entropies for both MNIST test data (top) and notMNIST
data (bottom). All models get similar accuracy performance over the MNIST test data, as well as
making low entropy (highly confident) predictions. For notMNIST, S3HMC is rightly much less
confident in its predictions by giving the vast majority of its predictions a higher entropy than the
baselines, with the deterministic NN displaying undesirable overconfidence.
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Conclusion

Overall S3HMC achieves similar performance in the traditional metric of accuracy, whilst providing
superior calibrated uncertainty when making predictions that lie far outside the training distribution.
Furthermore, this experiment has shown that MCMC techniques can be a viable alternative to
variational approaches for large networks.
3
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Semi-separable Hamiltonian Monte Carlo for inference in Bayesian neural
networks
(Supplementary Material)
A

Semi-separable HMC implementation

In Algorithm 1, we include the alternating block-wise leapfrog algorithm (ALBA), which was first introduced in
Zhang and Sutton [7] for performing semi-separable HMC. When looking at ALBA, the advantage of splitting
the Hamiltonian into separable blocks is made clear. We can now rely on the separable HMC sampler, which
is both more scalable in the parameter space, and simple to implement. The structure of the semi-separable
Hamiltonian means that the original Hamiltonian is preserved if Hω (ω, pω ) and Hτ (τ , pτ ) are simulated
exactly. Finally, one further observation is that each leapfrog integrator within the ALBA can take multiple
leapfrog steps.

Algorithm 1 Semi-separable HMC by ALBA
Inputs: ω, τ
Sample: pω ∼ N (0, Gω (τ )), pτ ∼ N (0, Gτ (ω))
H = Hτ + Hω
# ALBA
for l in 1, 2, . . . L do
# Note that the integrators below can take multiple leapfrog steps.
l+/2
ω l+/2 , pω
← leapfrog(ω l , plω , /2 | τ l , plτ )
l+/2
l+
l+
τ , pτ ← leapfrog(τ l , plτ ,  | ω l+/2 , pω )
l+/2
l+/2
ω l+ , pl+
, pω , /2 | τ l+ , pl+
ω ← leapfrog(ω
τ )
end for
# MH correction
H L = HτL + HωL
u ∼ U(0, 1)
if log u > min(0, H − H L ) then
l+
, pl+
ω ∗ , p∗ω , τ ∗ , p∗τ ← ω l+ , pl+
τ
ω ,τ
else
ω ∗ , p∗ω , τ ∗ , p∗τ ← ω, pω , τ , pτ
end if
return ω ∗ , τ ∗

B

Derivation of precision metric matrix

We can define the Riemannian metric according to Gτ (ω, τ ) = −∇2τ log p(ω, τ ), which is the the negative
Hessian of the joint log likelihood. We can write each negative log probability term in Equation (4) out explicitly
as
!
X
X 2
1
1) − log p(ω|τ ) =
−
log τωi +
ωi τωi + Dω log 2π ,
2
i
i
2) − log p(τ ) = −α log β − (α − 1) log τ + βτ + log Γ(α),
This is where τωi corresponds to the precision for each network parameter ωi . We can now form a non2
(l)
(l)
p(ω,τ )
separable Gτ (ω, τ ) by looking at ∂ ∂log
. Here, we refer to both τw and τb as τω(l) as they can be
2τ
ω (l)

used interchangeably. Furthermore, the number of parameters tied to each τω(l) is defined as Ql . Therefore
1)

−

∂2
Ql
log p(ω|τ ) = 2 ,
∂ 2 τω(l)
2τω(l)

∂2
α−1
log p(τ ) = 2 ,
∂ 2 τω(l)
τω(l)
Therefore we recover a diagonal matrix with elements


Ql
1
Gτ (ω, τ )ii = 2
+α−1 .
τω(l)
2
2)

−
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(7)

C

Regression example: further results

We now look at a simple one-dimensional regression example of fitting a BNN to y = sin(x) + N (0, 0.12 ).
In this example, S3HMC is applied to a network with an architecture of [1, 50, 1] with tanh non-linearities.
We jointly integrate over all network parameters and hyperparameters, including the output precision. The key
insight from this experiment in Figure 2 is that the value of α is especially significant when performing S3HMC
over the output precision. Increasing the value of alpha allows the samples of the output precision to increase to
a region with a higher joint log probability.
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Figure 2: S3HMC regression that display performance when sampling over the parameter precisions
and the output precision. The output precision rises from its initial condition of 10 and increases.
These samples lead to a good performance over the training data with an expected marginal likelihood
of log p(Y|X) = −36.25.
In addition to integrating over the output precision, we also perform an experiment where we keep the output
−1
precision fixed at the equivalent value of the output noise (τout
= 0.12 ). We compare two networks: one network
has an architecture of [1, 50, 1] and the other has an architecture of [1, 50, 50, 1].
The smaller network demonstrates the expected behaviour of restricting the flexibility of the predictive distribution. In comparison, the predictive samples from the larger network of 2701 parameters have a much higher
frequency component although still pass through the training points. Both of these models are shown in Figure 3.
The estimated marginal likelihood taken over the samples for each model suggests that since the smaller model
explains the data just as well as the larger model, then following along the lines of Occam’s razor, we should
pick the smaller network for this task (log p(Y|X) = −37.59 versus log p(Y|X) = −640.52).
One of the advantages of S3HMC is that it allows us to jointly integrate over the hyperparameters. Therefore we
show the corresponding hyperparameter samples for the precisions in Figure 4. The majority of the precisions
hover around the initial condition of setting the precisions to the value of 1.0, whereas the bias on the last layer
has the most variance.
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Figure 3: Posterior draws from BNNs inferred via S3HMC. The comparison between Figures 3a and
3b shows how increasing the size of the network results in posterior draws that are more flexible.

D

Limitation or advantage: scaling to large data with HMC

In the experiments above, the limiting factor on using HMC for BNNs is the size of the data set used for training.
As noted by Betancourt [11], a stochastic form of HMC can be detrimental to the ability of the sampler to
explore the full log probability space. However, there are many examples in the real-world where the size of the
data set is in fact small and we may still want to leverage techniques such as CNNs. Examples of such instances
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Figure 4: Corresponding values of τ drawn for Figures 3a and 3b. The bias on the last layer tends to
vary the most.

can be found in medical applications, where vast amounts of data are infeasible to collect [12]. In these cases,
HMC may provide better performance in terms of avoiding overfitting to small data sets and providing more
reliable uncertainty estimates.
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